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Masthead:
272-9610 for rates,
this is Volume I, Number 1, (Monday, September 15, 1969) of ATLANTIS,
a bi-weekly newspaper published by Love Incorporated at 1665 Poplar
Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee, 38104. All rights reserved. © 1969.
Jim Godown, Publisher
David McGuire, Acting Editor
Bruce Williams
Toby Arian
Little Lorenzo
Jim Blake
Steve Sunshine

Jim Black
Randy Romano
Kit King
Jim Dickinson
Pat the Fifth Beatle

Most young Americans of today are beginning to realize that our country, somewhere
along the line, has drifted away from the idea and ideals under which it was formed. Our
black brothers and sisters have known this for a long time. It is time we too, the whites,
the reds, and the yellows realized this.
But after we open our eyes to these problems, then comes an immediate and crucial
choice. We can either call ourselves free people or hippies, drop-outs of society,
contribute nothing's, or we can do our best to solve the problems. Because America is
worth saving. America can again be the greatest country this world can claim.
Depending upon your personal viewpoint we live in the best or worst of times. This is an
age of change, everybody's right and all of us are wrong. The confusion and unrest are a
result of many things. Older people are afraid to change; they have a lifetime of learning
and working behind them, and they don't want to give up their rewards. The powers that
we have, or had, a nice comfortable society all set up for themselves, and they surely
won't give up quietly. They think they have all the cards, not to mention owning the
game. In a sense, they're right; they do own the country, at least the physical side of it.
But they don't own our minds, and our hearts. The people under 17, are the most
helpless. They must watch their lives being shaped by people they can no longer believe
blindly. They want to do something but cannot. The rest of the people in this country
fall in two areas, the apathetic and militant. The apathetics apparently don't care who
does what; as long as they personally aren't affected. The militants are violently opposed
to anything, good, bad or otherwise as long as there is change.
The main thing that we have to remember is that all of these people have to be educated
to new things. Let them understand us first; then give them choice.
Revolution is never easy. Ours will be doubly hard because ours will be peaceful. Nothing
gained by violence is kept. The people you take things from never forget; they sp&id their
lives wanting it back. Talk to Cubans, Hungarians, Negroes and Whites from Detroit.
Peaceful revolution is the only way to cause a permanent country wide change.
Before we can begin changing the minds and hearts of those around us, we need to get
into ourselves first. We must be examples for both young people and old; straights, cops,
parents and all others. It is not enough to have long hair and hip clothes. We must
practice the ideas we profess to believe in.
When most people use the word hippie; they mean bum, or drug addict, or marijuana
addict, or thief, or any other adjective along that line. We must; we absolutely have to,
reverse this thinking if we are to succeed. In this day, this time, there is no one else that
can or will do this for us. Our younger brothers and sisters look to us for guidance, our
older brothers and sisters look to us for proof.
Memphis is as good a place as nay to start because Memphis is not really as advanced as
many cities. The establishment in Memphis has years of tradition behind it, years of
disinterested politicians, and years of control.
The same things that need to be done nation-wide, need to be done more so in Memphis.
We are in the position of being the first. We must plant deep, good roots and then
carefully nurture and protect the sprouting, spreading/tree of the new Memphis.
First, and I repeat, we must get into ourselves. We must build an organized, intelligent,
and trouble-free community in Memphis. We must communicate with the other
organizations of young people. We have to reach them first. Then we can spread our
world, our hopes and dreams. We must stay heat free? don't give them a chance to bust
us. We must join community functions. Show them we will work for ourselves and our
city. We must, each of us, do all that we can to change our image. A major theme of all
the pop festivals has been to prove to the people of the festival area that we can be
organized and efficient with no hassels. We must support each other and our
organizations. We have everything to gain; and everything to lose. Again I repeat, no one
else will do this for us. The time is now. Everytime we turn somebody new on to the
revolution we will get bigger, and better, and younger. One by one make them realize that
all we're trying to do is spread peace and love.
Peace and love, two beautiful, poetic words. But they remain words until we put them in
practice. We can see the beauty of a world, a country, a city governed by these words.
But most people are so caught up in their various hang ups that they really don't see the
encompasing beauty of their surroundings. They don't seem to realize that every single
person has dreams, hopes, and prayers. Too often we tend to ignore some people as bad
or worthless. But we cannot permit our doctrines to miss anyone. Open your minds and
your hearts. To the two goals of Peace and Love add the guide word, Empathy.

Canale Enlivens
Otherwise Dim
Dope Scenario
"Ambiguous" is the word for latest news
in the cannabis sativa field...President
Nixon is strengthening U.S. assaults on
the harmless weed in a campaign of
international cooperation which promises
to vastly improve our official relations
with Mexico. As of September 8,
"Operation Intercept" still remained on
the boards as the "largest civil search and
seizure operation in peacetime."
Reminiscent of the search and seizure of
Che Guevara, our Justice Department will
be using the very latest in American
technological know-how in order to
destroy marijuana, a relaxant which will
probably be legalized within five years: A
remote sensor device capable of detecting
mary jane and opium poppies from planes
overflying inaccessible areas, special
sensor devices pinpointing isolated illegal
border crossings, new FAA regulations
concerning flight plans between Mexico
and the U.S., authority for customs and
border patrol agents to force down
suspected smugglers. Sounds like a real
Flying Circus.
This slate of activities closely followed a
Washington D.C. rumor that the
Surgeon-General of the United States
(he's down on cigarettes) will do a full
investigation of the effects of marijuana
smoking in response to snowballing
attacks on pot laws in local, state, and
federal courts.
In Memphis, Attorney-General Phil M.
Canale (who only a year ago was-sinsisting
upon the dismissal of Baird Callicott for
smoking-up) is urging reduction of
penalties for possession or use of
marijuana. Thinks pushing should remain
a felony, but that other charges should be
reduced to misdemeanor. Of course, this
is totally absurd, but it is infinitely better
than Chief of Police Henry Lux. The
Chief sounds like a very heavy 1936
Anslinger-trip, so much so, in fact, that
he may be just putting us on! Who could
say in 1969, what Chief Lux said just the
other day to Charles Edmundson of the
Appeal: "About 80 percent of all users of
hard narcotics begin on marijuana. There
is no question in my mind that marijuana,
as well as hard drugs, leads to crimes of
violence." It is interesting to note that
not only does Mr. Lux echo the 1936
sentiments of Harry Anslinger (Bureau of
Narcotics), but he even uses the same
phrasing.
Atlantis newspaper would appreciate it if
you happen to know whether Chief Lux
is being humorous. If so, he has carried it
off with stunning flair and dexterity. If
he is serious, send him a complimentary
copy of THE MARIJUANA PAPERS.

Of course it's no news to Memphians that
there are police handouts. But
traditionally they have been in the form
of shotguns and televisions.
On September 6, 1969, at 12:25 a.m., at
the Taco Bell, a popular eating
establishment at 1662 Poplar, an incident
was observed involving two city police
officers of Car 18.
The officers, who had ordered and eaten
two tacos and two large Pepsis, departed
from the diner without either receiving a
bill or paying for their meal.
When queried about the incident, one of
the employees replied: "We do them a
favor, they do us a favor. When we call
them they come in a hurry, double-time
on the ball." He added, "Car 18 never
pays."
Witnesses are baffled as to the moth
behind this free-feeding program. At the
very least this practice should be
discontinued, as it leads to paranoia and
suspicion on the part of the "hip"
community who patronize the Taco Bell.

Quagmire.
z/z-aaju.

—Cheap—Dennis,

Need Mandolin Lessons, Kathy 684-1950
Vox Beatle Deluxe. Excellent Condition,
$900.00 Cash. Danny Cooper or Judy
Crowe—At Atlantis.

Southwestern Student Needs Employment. To
teach piano, l-4th Grades. Have 9 years private
instruction, 2 years teaching experience. Doug
Highfield, 33 S. McLean, Apt. 16.
Organist Needed—Maybe Drummer, New Group
Forming. Blues & Head Music—Richard,
278-5188, Jon 743-5292.
Need Bass Player for Rock Group, Must be 18
6:00 P.M.) 276-4636.

What's gear?
Johnny 'K'
WMPS 680
lla.m.-3p.m. & Noon^p.m.^

POP-I's 543 S. Highland PINBALLS, WIZARDS, RECORDS.

Doubletime
Tacos Woo
Memphis9 Finest

Gretsch—"Chet Atkins Tennessean and Case"
Good Condition $275 or Best offer, John
274-3786 — CBC—Rozier Hall-39-A.

Brand new VENTURE MOSERIGHT LEAD
GUITAR—$325 cash or dicker on credit. John
Furtak at Atlantis.
Gretsch drums can't be beat. Charlie Watts. Les
violins de I'autumn blesse mon coeur d'languer
monotone. George Harrison Burton.

MEMPHIS ROOT FESTIVAL
Cindy Little is at the Shell and she has
that enigmatic (Mona Lisa, right?) smile
on her face. It could sell lotsa copies. And
she's beautiful no matter How She
Looks! It's an adman's dream. Atlantis
publisher Jim Godown looks at her, his
phillistine eyes glazed by years of
exposure to lush Madison avenue
lionesses at his old job as a Plastic
Adman. "What?" he says, winding his
second-hand Jap camera. Take her
picture, Godown, she's our Suzy
Creamcheese, maybe Phase 11. And if you
don't know who Suzy Creamcheese is, x
in any sort of way. Baby you are Out of
It. O.T.L. as they used to say when
Presley was filed under White Sacred
Music.
At last it's Sunday, September 7th, and
though the Chicken Forty stations have
been soothsaying thundershowers for
today, Cinday Little, 15, foxes them and
with supercharisma extends a magical
mystery umbrella over the Shell.

Beach Boy, rhythm like average hischool
type but pretty quick with the fingers.
Next they do Badge, very good, started
nice. Slightly hurried. L'Angelo
Mysterioso's bridge comes off good, vocal
nice. But he doesn't have the timing just
right on the Harrison bit, not steady
enough. George has tremendous sense of
timing. Very competent group. Light
applause, more than last tune. Next LZ
Good Times Bad Times. LZ is quite the
high today, especially this song. However
it should be played at night by Page-type
freaks on mainline meth.
Lead is guy on left, whiteshirt hischool
type. All short hair. Very swell vocals by
rhythm man, lead innocuous looking.
Bass player keeps speeding up. Bruce
Barham skips around coordinating
groups. With his shaky hair and goatee.
Sixth song is She's A Woman. Their
version. Ugh.
Jim Mann is spokesman for Root. Guesses
crowd at 2000 at 2:30. Capacity 3800,
expects place to be filled. Exceeds his
expectations. Looks like 1500 to me.

Crimson Rhapsody has Led Zeppelin
sound at 2:04, doing Communication
Breakdown. Second song: Chain by
Muddy Waters, four kids with lots of big
amps. "I just wanna make love to you"
goes the song, followed by listless
applause. Some after the first number,
more after the second. Third is a Beatles
song: "I'd like to do a tune by the
Beatles," he says, and gets cheers at the
name. Hey, not only a Beatle song but a
new one: While My Guitar Gently Weeps.
Nice. But the beat is vague. Everybody's
not synchronized. You have to relax and
listen. Let the song take you along. Uncle
Sam at back of stage. Mercenary guards
are around us, protecting Them from Us,
Us from Them.

Concert will raise funds for Root, 1st
copy out in 2 or 3 weeks. "Political,
social, cultural-the midsouth scene"
Biweekly tabloid: that means once every
2 weeks, kids. They hope to do a series of
concerts here, later ones to be free or at
least cheap. 20 or so guys on staff: SW,
MSU and professional writers. Fowler,
Greenwood, Hebert, Patton, Seeto. And
from Mfs State, the notable Victor Smith
and Harry Sayle. Smith was busted in
Somerville. And Sid Selvidge. Band's
playing Morning Dew, a greatful Dead
song. "No, I don't recognize it," says the
average listener.

Lead singer of first group looks like kid
on top left of Sgt Pepper cover, now that
I think of it. Bassist looks like archetypal

Group number one's ages: Eddy
Campbelly, 17, is lead, and very good.
Rhythm is Buddy Davis, 17; bass Tony

Brunner, 17. Drums Steve Fries, 17. This
is Crimson Rhapsody, a new young
group.
Mann hopes for 3500 by end of the
afternoon. When the CT come on. Bands
are playing free, though some make up to
500 a gig. There's a 100 dollar rent on the
Shell, out of which comes Collins guards.
It's too bad we have to have guards, eh?
Second group is the Jacks, introduced by
Robert W. Walker, WHBQ disc jockey.
Gregg Todd is lead, Tom Windham on
bass, Eddy Curley on organ. Jack Muth
drums. Drummer is quite groovy looking.
Backstage a spectator goes out of his
mind for some reason: "Chicks are
wonderful! They can do anything!" He
raves on. (And they have).
Campbell of CR, when asked who his
favorite group is, "Can't say." Playing 4%
years, he digs LZ. His fave is maybe
Jefferson Airplane. Though he thinks
they've gone too underground for most
people. (Vibes are that JA is out of
touch). Group a year and a half old.
Changes make the present outfit only a
month old. At 3 o'clock things are
running a bit late, sez Mann. Thinks it
will be a "good 6 hours."
Jacks are finishing up their first tune.
"What are they playing?" "I dunno, I
dunno," sez a spectator. Gregg Todd is in
purple, which is a great color if you dig
acid, incidentally. Second song is Badge:
"Why does everybody play that?" I
dunno. (Its a great song, that's why).
Everyone extremely polite and
cooperative. But Jacks dont have much
feeling on leads, not the feeling that
Winwood or Jagger can get. After the
Harrison bridge on Badge everything gets
slightly screwed up and out of time.
Clashing. (Seems to be a big Badge

competition developing here, first group
played it too). Jacks have Atlanta Pop
Festival sticker on their amp. A really
baroque piece of furniture with a
revolving horn in it that can really hang
you up. There it goes, around and
around, wow. The applause is lousy.
Gregg starts coming on like Arlo Guthrie
between sets: This is a lit blues for ya if
ya like that sorta thing. The police are
arriving (?) he says, if you have a
particular car, move it. 'This is the
Balling Blues." Its a nice title and the
intro is fabulous. Organist in a bright
Beau Brummel outfit. Todd is in purple
and a fringed coat, silver cross around his
neck, hat and bell bottoms. Bassist has
spiffy white shoes and an Ole West tie.
Drummer exceedingly sinister looking.
One spectator is a Peace Corps volunteer
on leave between years in Ecuador: "It's
not any good," he says. Why? "I can't
think of any reasons." Good to be back
in the States? "No!" Do you think the
song title obscene? "Incorrect, not
obscene," he answers. Clarify? "You
can't ball blues." Probably just another
speedfreak.
2 girls: "reminds me of the Blues
festival," says one. They're 13 and 14.
Look cute. Nina is 13 and Charla is 14.
Went to N.O. and Atlanta. "I liked
Atlanta better but that's because I had a
better time. The music was really better
in New Orleans." They live at home. How
did they go to the festivals? "We went to
Atlanta with my brother and her sister
and to N. O. with my brother."
Third song of Gregg Todd's Jacks is Born
To Be Wild. The Beatles are Nina and
Charla's favorite group. "I guess you get
heavy nostalgia vibes off stuff that came
out when I was in college, say 66." They
giggle yes. "We like the new Beatle stuff
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better than the old." They dont like
school. Where? "Ah C." What? "I.C."
What does that stand for? "Immaculate
Conception." Of course, what else!
"My fave groups Buffalo Springfield,"
says a portly, rather masculine chick. Are
you a boy or a girl, of course I can't tell
because yer hairs so long." Am a girl, he
answers. But you're rather flat chested,
aren't you? "I had an operation." To
remove your breasts? "No, to raise my
stomach." Is that raise or raze? "Raze,"
replies the burly groupie. "Root are very
competent...for anarchists," adds the
androgynous speaker, who turns out to
be Southwestern SGA President Michael
Patton.
About this time Jacks to into Jailhouse
Rock, which is a real gas, before my time
even. Nice beat, isn't it! Yuh can dance to
it. Tjie Peace Corps nihilist is still talking:
"Crowd count? I'd say about seventeen.
The rest are androids. Only bodies,
illusionary people. This is a whole new
substitute for fraternity parties." He
walks off, presumably en route to
Ecuador, where Guayaquil is the principal
metropolis.
Two spades are sitting on the right as you
face the stage. It's a natural thing to ask
them how they like it. Two cultures
jiving, and all that. "I like it," says the
first, simply, "It's a switch." Why? "It's a
switch: I was raised on Temptations but
they're played out." Second: "Not
played out, but I like to get everything."
One: "I got Cream at home. Credence, I
got a whole room done in psychedelic
posters and black lite. I stay tuned in to
FM 100 all the time. I go out for that
sorta thing. I dig LZ, Joe Cockerel you
know, white soul...blue-eyed soul...(at
this point he said "purple asshole" but
refused to elucidate upon subsequent
request) Fugs...Iron Butterfly, they let
themselves go, like these cats today...!
went to the Temptations when they were
here...but they're professionals,
money—puts on no kind of show...and
it's country." "I was a music major," says
Gino Tucker, the first spade. Cedric
"Rock" Rice is the other. Says Rock: If
the Temptations came tonight you can't
keep us away. They don't mind the price.
Used to paying, 3, 4, 5 dollars for a show.
Going to buy Root? is the question, since
they think I'm working for Root. It's a
better 'IN'..."I'll think about it," says
Rice. "Have you got a black writer," he
asks, coming up with the winning
question.
Mann, at the back gate fending off
crashers, gives the instant winning
answer: "We have two black writers
already." Rice hears this with a big smile,
and everything is groovy, as DJ Walker
keeps telling us. And it's not just
"groovy," it's like this: "Okay gang let's
get this together and like all right,
everything's gonna be...groovy." There's
that pause there, which adds emphasis or
something. It's a real mindsnapper with
the same emotional pull LBJ used to get
with his "heavy heart" routine. But the
kids dig Walker. You want him to come
right out and say "boss."
Next: big capitalism-is-dead vibes off a
guy backstage: "I went to Atlantis to buy
a LZ album. This chick says yeah, we got
it and goes off and raps on the phone to
some cat for 35 minutes goddamit. Then
she comes back and like, that's terrible!"
Yes, but capitalism is thriving at the rear
of the shell, where tasty 87 percent-ice
Cokes are going for twenty-five cents.
Next the Jacks come on doing that Hair

perennial, Aquarius Let The Sun Shine
In. Gregg Todd's drummer is wearing
drainies instead of bells. Is he being super
mod? We may never know. Hebert and
Mann grab the mike during a silence: "We
have a lot of copy already, and we need
people who can proofread, type, people
to count inches." (Have they tried
groupies?) "The CT are doing this show,
coordinating groups and so forth..." Lots
of people are sitting around backstage,
others behind the shell, sitting in their
cars.
Rice and Tucker sing. Available.
"We got some views we want to express,
says JH, railroading the subject. Won't
have One editor, we're going to have
three or four." That's like having three or
four boils.
Blue Byrd consists of (besides the
charisma of the name) lead Jack Rowell,
Jimmy Jamison, lead singer; Ronny
Baron, backupsinger; Mike Russell, organ;
Wayne Russell, bass; drummer is DB (?).
Ronny Baron says, "You might describe
audience reaction as being stagnant."
Some of the kids are slightly paranoid.
"You from the Press or Appeal?" No, no.
"With Atlantis newspaper." (or the Root,
depending on the interviewee). The Root
people are for some reason vaguely
uneasy, some of them, about having their
fundraising gig covered in Atlantis. It
looks like Daddy Warbucks versus Lil
Orphan Annie. Quite a twist. Daddy W.
used to be the Good Guy.
A poodle runs around onstage. His keen
canine ears dig sounds we earthlings are
unable to reach.
Boycott Grape posters abound. Cesar
Chavez is as famous as peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches. The campaign (alas) has
been going on so long that some local old
ladies have turned up at the supermarket
requesting Boycott Grapes as a
brandname.
She's 17, goes to Tech. "They're all
good," she says. "What more could you
have? We got cigarettes, bread, music."
She's panhandling. What do you think of
panhandlers? "I don't mind." Got any
money? "Yeah." What are you
panhandling for? "It's nice to have
money." Yeah.
John here. John is 25, he says, looks 45.
Bares his chest to the hot autumn sun. "I
like this one," says as Blue Byrd plays. "I
like Donovan" he says..."Beatles are
good. Alice's Restaurant." He takes
geology at CBC. "Yeah, Arlo Guthrie's
his name," he adds, remembering.
Finishing up at CBC on a special deal.
Sandals and shorts. "Cops don't bother
me, he replies to one question.
Blue Byrd goes into an average rendition
of Rock Me Baby by Steppenwolf. Next
song very heavy on organ and bass. It's
Hey Joe in superhype. Ugh. BB has
chunky bass, pale Prince Val type lead
slightly speedfreaky looking (but nobody
is). Much applause for this one.
"Next week's concert, Saturday" says the
announcer. "Midsummer Night's Dream
(in September?)" featuring Village
Sound, Flash and the Board of Directors,
New World, Moloch, Jim Dickinson and
Friends, Sin and others One dollar
admission. Funds will go to Root and
Atlantis, he says. Must be an Atlantis
spokesman, because he says Jim Blake is
covering New Orleans in Saturday's Ish of
Atlantis, and a story on "this thing

today." It's Walker doing the speak.
Guh...roovy.
Blue Byrd speaker Danny Brandon,
drummer: Says groups playing for free
today. Groupers live at home, have
travelled as far as Arkansas (!) and
Florida, make up to 500 a gig. Thinks CT
are good. Says something about BB and
ATCO. Have a 45 on Atco label, it seems,
IF I CRY. The record was regional hit in
Chattanooga, No. 1 there and
McMahonville, near Chattanooga.
BB followed by Geo. Wallass Blues
Projek. Only 2 guys. Onstage one gets the
mike before playing: "We were driving up
from Montgomery Alabama...at the
Tenn.-Ala. line...there was a fruit
inspection...(laughter from crowd) most
of the guys didn't make it. This is John
and his International Harvester
guitar...we'll do some of our own stuff
today." And wow, it's supergood. Great
guitar work. Vocal sounds like
Plant-Dylan mix. "It's clear that your
man ain't around," they sing. "Woke up
in the graveyard^ad a bottle in her
hand/how in hell she made Chicago/I
cannot understand." Well at least you can
hear the lyrics. They have an easy,
skilfull, professional sound.
Harmonica is nice, sounds like Stones on
Going Home. Two very sweet looking
chicks are down front: "They're not that
bad," says the one with shades over a
perfect mouth. Nice harmonica, isn't it?
Second girl is more cynical: "I can do
that!" she exclaims, gets up to find a
Coke. Blueshirt on left, straw hat and
shorts. Moderate to light applause.
"Another original bummer now, gang,"
he says. It's nice to find a group that's
modest which doesn't really need to be
modest.
Girl backstage. What do you think of
Gregg Todd's group. "He tries," she
answers. It's Gregg Todd's girlfriend.
John DeCleux and Marvin Willoughby of
the GWBP have known each other two
years. "We put radios together in
California." Together as a group a month
and a half, they mostly do their own
stuff. It's good. "Looking for work," says
John, "you might stick that in." Some of
the freaks backstage didn't dig it: "We
didn't see any tomatoes," says DeCleux.
They are at Memphis State, "did some
tapes awhile back, that is, a girl did our
stuff, but they're sitting on them in
Nashville," John likes the Stones, but:
"We listen to and 'imitate' early Bo
Didley and Lightnin' Hopkins." Thinks
old Rock n Roll coming back, for
example. Credence Clearwater Revival.
Willoughby: We've got a long way to go.
Looking for a drummer...just beginning
to get it together...it's a fun thing."
Willoughby on their performance: "We
needed fuzz and wahwah but I couldn't
figure out the pedal so decided to do it
straight rather than screwup."
Chicks backstage: No. 1 has boyfriend in
CF: "They're pretty good." She digs
Steve Miller, Beatles, LZ, Blind Faith.
Hope is playing The Devil's Gone.
Anyway That You Want Me, too. It's a
good steady beat, has the crowd clapping.
All the spades are sitting in a bunch. What
a cliche.' "We're all friends," they say.
Hope has a rollicking beat, a Credence
sound. Guy wearing hat, says "Free Love.
Hmmmm.
At some point Joe Hebert comes on and
announces a group which has been
influenced by "Ledbetter and Lightning

Hopkins."
Group after GWBP is Hope: "They're
good" says DeCleux. But it's a loud
sound with no personality. "They don't
have their own sound," he agrees.
Drumbox reads Chicago, Hattiesburg,
Dewey, Memphis, Aurora, Jackson, West
Point, Meridian. All the big scenes.
Cindy Little is our Suzy Creamcheese. 15
years old townie. On front cover, she is
100% photogenic and beautiful.
Blue Byrd is a week old as a group.
DJ comes on, says last set was
"incredible." CT next, he says, light
applause followed by crowd hush. There's
a guy in a pine tree, about 75 feet up.
Making weird sounds, animal calls.
Hope consists of Jerry Peters, organ; Jeff
Smith, lead; Andy Polk, bass, David
Lindsley, singer; Neil Cereghino, singer;
Dennis Smith, drums. Group just starting
up. Did canned Heat's Refried Boogie
Part One. All attend MSU except Neil,
who's at SW.
Then, out of nowhere, comes
K-K-K-K-Katie. Katie... Leigh that is. "It's
my stage name. My husband mustn't find
out." Her bag? "Poet and songwriter as
well as being a housewife." Would she do
a set? "I'll be back—I have go fix supper
for my mother-in-law." Apparently Katie
had yo-yoed both Barham (the stage
manager ad hoc) and Robt. W. Walker
into letting her on. "Do you think it'll be
allright?" she asks. Yeah, great do your
thing. Sure they'd like to hear what
you've got to say. Not much protest stuff
today. "I sing the blues" she says.
'That blues show belongs to a buncha old
niggers and me and Lee Baker!" says Jim
Dickinson. "Shit on those people and alia
their amps!"
"My daughter'!! hold the words. But I
know No Flags Wave at Raleigh Airport
by heart." She's about 45, a bit pale,
grizzled hair. An air of grim bluesy
determination about her. "I'm gonna do
Dear God Bless the Generals Because
Nobody Else Will, and Durham Down."
Her husbands a prof at UT Medical
Center. She's waiting on the CT.
Changing Thymes goes into a Neil Young
song, Cinnamon Girl. Katie's from the
Ozarks. She plays a big Sorrintino
acoustic grand.
Parks Matthews, the manager of CT is
backstage. Good Golly Miss Molly a real
live manager. Syperhupe. Bruce Barham,
bass; Charles Ferrer, rhythm; Britt Warner
on Rickenbacker 12 string, Larry Moore
drums & lead vocal, (he's Cindy Little's
uncle) Glen Frazier is lead.
Parks Matthews is still backstage,
incredibly together and straight and has
all the facts: "CT have 1st record with
Memphis Underground Music
Association, otherwise known as MUMA,
coming out Wednesday on MUMA label.
A 45. Available on the 10th of
September." Where? "At any record
store. MUMA, "he goes on, "is out to
help town groups not with any label.
Groups must pass a MUMA Board of
Review consisting of CT, Knowbody Else,
Fox, Moloch and one other group.' The
45 is two originals; A side is Chicago
Street Fight, B side is Blue Music Box.
CT goes into a very nice song. Sounds
familiar. 'That's So you Want To be a

"Two thousand frenzied teeners bop and gyrate to wild, electronic wall of sound." (News
item).

Glen Frazier. Britt Warner of CT prove Rickenbacker still America's greatest ace.

Almost all the weirdoes who work at A tlantis (the store).

"If it's a guitar, why does it have 'Fender' written up there at the end?"

Coo! Frazier and starry Moore cook it for The Changin' Thymes.

Rapscallions' Wayne Evans is funky, has soul.

it's quiet. Through the back of the stage
you can hear the Eternal and Immutable
End of this and every other rock concert
probably in the world:
"When's our next gig?" says first voice.
"When's our next gig?" echoes the
second.
"When's our next gig, yeah?" (firmly).
'Tomorrow night."
"Tomorrow night."
"Where?"
"Little Rock."
"Little Rock?"
"Little Rock, yeah."
"Hand me my purse..."

BLACK RECORD
RAPS
IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY
(COLUMBIA CS 9768)
Every group today has their gimmick, and
It's a Beautiful Day is no exception.
Fortunately, the gimmick works. They
have an electric violin used not for just
grinding solo freakouts but for
n i ce-as- y o u-can-get textural
accompaniment as well. They're a mixed
(male-female) group, but subtle in their
mixes with a nice comfortable-as-hell,
smooth unity. Nothing detracts from this
unity, and each unit compliments each
other admirably.
One of this album's remarkable assets is
its failure to tire the audience after
repeated playings. It continues to grow
on the listener to the point of being
haunting. The cut, "White Bird," is
destined to become a classic. It (the bird)
sits in its golden cage and dreams of the
aspen tree growing old. The lyrics and
instrumental are geared toward softness
and beauty, but this group is as capable
of good solid rock as they are of excellent
music. Their 'Wasted Union Blues" is an
infectious as any top 40 number. Their
album is a breath of fresh air in today's
commercial bag.
THE JOHNNY WINTER STORY
Johnny Winter (GRT 10010)
Well, it's time for the bum rap of the
month (or year). The Johnny Winter sage
continues to ride again. After the first
Columbia release on a $400,000 contract
and a good but not great album on
Imperial, the epitome of the incredible
Winter hype has been achieved. Even if
Winter weren't so controversial, and
everything he did was, "explosive, fluid,
percussive, and driving...," as stated in his
legend; this album would be pathetic by
any standards. This is one of the most
miserable albums ever made of an artist
of this supposed respectability. Obviously
a lot of money was spent by GRT in their
first album production; the package is
very impressive, but the middle is
mediocre. As you pick up the album and
peruse the cover and interior with all the
color photographs, you wonder how your
blues hero could possibly perform
anything inferior.
If all you want is to keep up with the
seemingly endless barrage of hype jobs by
the record manufacturers; and it has
become a status symbol for you to be a
blues buff and collector; I'm sure if
you're this type; you've never heard the
real blues men; Robert Johnson, John
Hurt, etc. But if you're any kind of music
lover and not plastic in your directions,
you can't possibly enjoy this atrocity. If
this sounds like poisoning the well, so be
it. God knows where they dug up those
tapes, but the original tracks were made

when Winter was 17 years old. He's
accompanying himself on guitar on the
original, but a rush job of overdubbing
the instrumental tracks was done in the
Sounds of Memphis studio to achieve a
stereo effect. The results are pathetic. If
you've never heard drums overdubbed to
the point where the songs sound even
more muddled than imagined possible;
then buy it for a camp masterpiece.
Winter's own guitar playing is completely
obscured on most of the tracks. If you
want to hear something extremely
miserable; find a copy of this album to
listen to (I said listen, not buy) and check
out the cuts "Roadrunner," and "By the
Light of the Silvery Moon." These are
two of the all time lows in the music
business. Even the facts assembled in the
supposed biography are incorrect. Winter
is given credit for his slide guitar work on
the album, while in reality the guitarist is
Memphis' own Jim Dickinson; although,
I'm sure he's ashamed to be even
associated with anything of this calibre.
God save the gullible public.
HALFBREED, KEEF HARTLEY BAND
(DERAM DES 18024)
Once again, a John Mayall protegee
comes from under the master's wing to
establish himself as an individual in
today's music scene. The ex-Mayall
drummer follows in the footsteps of Eric
Clapton and Jack Bruce, (Cream), Peter
Green and Mick Fleetwood (Fleetwood
Mac), Aynsley Dunbar (Aynsley Dunbar
Retaliation), and Mick Taylor (Rolling
Stones). The British blues leader even
received a release from Decca to appear
on the album himself. The cuts
(especially side two) have all the
development that Cream achieved after
two albums and that's quite a step for an
unknown, unheard of group. The main
difference between Hartley's Band and
Cream is that Cream never achieved the
unity shown in this album and
concentrated on individual viruosity that
developed into conflict. The cuts on the
album are extremely impressive and have
marked similarities between the latest
Mayall albums but without the prominent
overshadowing of Mayall. This group only
merits one listening; it's all that's
necessary for addiction Get a copy and
start the needle on "Leavin' Trunk" and
let it play through "Think It Over." Do
yourself a favor.
DYLAN'S GOSPEL,
THE BROTHERS AND SISTERS
(ZIZ ODE 44018)
Bob Dylan, a master of writing elusive
and deceptive music, has songs like Bach,
hard to perform badly and extremely

difficult to perform well. Most
interpretations of his work have been
successful by only a few artists with any
continuity and then with only a few
compositions. This album, the first
translation of Dylan into the traditional
Negro idiom of gospel, becomes a totally
unique and extremely pleasant
experience. This review can only be given
on the basis of the reviewer's perception
of vibrations emanating from this album.
The warm and flowing feelings involved
can't be catalogued with the
contemporary music of today. There can
be no analogies with rock, jazz, blues, etc.
because of the gospel influence. The
pleasantness of the record supercedes the
music of today with its affectation in the
din and violence of overamplification and
the yelling of voices through mega-watt
amps. Even if gospel isn't your bag, the
softness and warmth of this album
coupled with the familiarity of Dylan
lyrics and his mastery of music, serve to
melt any barriers.
Once again, the emphasis must be stressed
on the feelings involved with this
recording. It's Dylan as you've never
heard him before. Imagine yourself
walking across an open field on a well
worn path toward an old wooden
clapboard church. The paint's peeling and
cracking; and several slats have been
broken back revealing the dark of the
inside wall. You climb the creaking steps
and notice the diffused light cast through
the stained glass windows. The floor has
the scrubbed cleanliness of bleached
wood; and the nails gleam and shine in
the light. As you're seated in the pew,
you notice the fresh coat of shellac on
the seat seems sticky in the mid morning
heat and humidity.
The church's front has a bannister behind
the altar with thirty smiling black-faces of
both genders, in robes. To the right sits
an old piano harboring a grizzled old
Negro with snow white hari. You pick up
uour songbook, turn to page 32, and
begin singing with the choir; but
something strange is happening. The
lyrics before you are Quinn the Eskimo,
and the chorus is singing the song with
the same fervour as if it were the coming
of the Lord. Next, on page 187 is Mr.
Tambourine Man; but the Man is the
Lord again; and you and they have
changed the whole complexion of the
song. You're asking for deliverance to
Heaven and death's better qualities. This
whole process continues with the
empathy between the songs and the
feelings developing remarkably. They all
fit naturally in the vein delivered.
Although all the numbers are excellent,
one of the highlights is the rendition of
Lay Lady Lay. It comes off as a gentle
commentary of life, love, and sex with
even more vibrance than Dylan's version.
The whole album lulls you into an
exquisite feeling of living life and a total
awareness of long buried feelings and
forgotten beauties.
The other genius involved with this album
is Lou Adler (Producer of Spirit and the
Mamas and Papas.) His direction and
production is the nucleus for this
achievement of beauty through
simplicity.
James Black

44DUSTMYBROOM"

Snow White and
the Seven Amps
vs.
The Blues Festival
(And Others)
Words and Music by
Little Lorenzo*
(*The Rubberlegger)
Imagine the glory and majesty, the almost
god-like feeling of being a
giantpurpleassed bull Baboon. You are
this thing, a being with huge yellow teeth,
shoulders the size of Sonny Liston's, and
so mean that your ass is purple. What an
enviable personage. It is 12 midnight and
you sleep the sleep of the satisfied and
satiated. Suddenly the walls of your
plaster and glass cage at the new primate
house of the Overton Park Zoo resound
with the loudest and most noxious sound
that has ever invaded your world. You are
the prince of the jungle. You are the envy
and wonder of all around you. Yet
suddenly your world is shattered by the
beginning of "DUST MY BROOM"
blown through seven (7) Sun amps, each
large enough to be an ice box lying down.
JOHNNY WINTER was inevitable. We
probably deserve him. He was predestined
to come to the 1969 Memphis Birthday
Blues Festival and sit on our faces.
Suffice it to say that there were people at
the festival who actually liked Snow
White. The presence of these people in
our midst should assure us of the danger.
BUT WHAT OF THE GREAT BABOON?
What had he done to deserve Johnny
Winter? Furry Lewis had never bothered
the sleep of the Great Baboon. The scales
have tipped in the wrong direction. The
Prince of the Jungle is defenseless. The
Old Men are dying. Shucked and robbed
and dispossessed, we are surrounded by a
faceless enemy.
Protect yourself before you, like the
mighty Baboon, become powerless in
your nobility. What did Pete Townsend
do at Woodstock when Abby Hoffman
interrupted the WHO'S act with his
activist bull? He hit him with his guitar. I
applaud Townsend (although I wonder
what he was doing there in the first
place). KNOW THE ENEMY...THE
ENEMY MUST DIE!!! Strike with the
fury of the Great Baboon while there is
still time!

Rolling Stone
"Rebellion has nothing to do with it. A
lot of kids of this generation have nothing
in common-nothing at all-with their
parents. They are totally unlike them.
Everybody always talks about problems
of communication, but it's more than
that. Kids are not afraid of their freedom,
'cause they've had it all their lives. Older
people are frightened of young people
'cause they're frightened of freedom.
They are not a bit alike. Older people
don't want to know where it's at, they're
frightened, and the kids are finding out
and are not frightened. Parents are
functioning in the system, and younger
people are finding out how to function
outside of it and be free. "-Mick Jagger

Rock n Roll Star, by the Byrds." Oh
yeah. Mean looking gang. Third song (or
so) is I'll Be Your Baby Tonight. Good
harmony by Moore and Frazier.
KE's drummer Sam is suing them for
letting him go. They're leaving for the
west coast as soon as the hassles stop.
Playing Fillmore West as first gig there.
Single out in few weeks with horns in it.
KE's lead comes in: "We were really out
of our minds. When we'd make a mistake
we'd just smile. After the gig this chick
comes up from Press-Scimitar Mary Ann
Lee or something and wants us to come
to some party. Like she came to the
house and we were so messed up and she
had all these real important people and
said they just wanted to show Memphis
wasn't down on longhairs. It's really
going to be a heavy."
Next is Britt on organ doing a Neil Young
sound. Loner. Drummer doing nice vocals
(which is okay since he later said he's just
a singer and never plays drums, was just
faking it. Jim Dickinson says, "No
wonder Get Back was so fuhtup!"
But the band blasted out the nice organ
treble stuff. Next is Crosby, Stills, Nash:
Long Time Coming, "Long Time Gone,"
screams a grouper. Frazier looks around,
starts playing. Wrong song. Band breaks
up, crowd giggles. Some of the crowd has
left, but backstage hands say they'll be
back for the Knowbody Else.
BB sits on front
mouths open.

row watching

CT,

CT goes into Helplessly Hoping a CSNY
song. "We're working up Marrakesh and
Suite: Judy Blue Eyes." says Britt later.
Next a very nice.rendition of Chimes of
Freedom. Then Day in the Life with
mediocre timing. Britt has a fair Paul
voice, and the drummer does George's bit
(woke up, fell out of bed.. )with a Poke
Salad accent. But the crowd digs it. CT
really get great nostalgia vibes back in
May when they swung into Let's Spend
the Night Together, a perfect punch with
some nice clowning.
Fox is next. Butch Johnson raps while CT
is finishing up. CF is Barry Johnson,
Butch's brother, Bill Rennieon bass from
NYC. What does Butch think of CT?
"Sounds like shit," he says honestly.
"They're three years too late." He says
CF is more underground. A girl backstage
is hugging a beautifully spaced out really
weird looking freak who looks like Art
Garfunkel and later turns out to be (Dan
Woznick, lead).

DJ comes on rapping about next Sat.
6-12 show at the Shell for Atlantis.
Village Sound, etc. Light show. Benefit
for their paper. (But the take will be split
between the Store and the Rag, so it's
really not so heavy). A couple of guys
with Prussian haircuts are talking to
Hebert. They worked on a paper in
Detroit, the Detroit Daze before going
into the Marine Corps. "You might write
to the editor and get advice about starting
this paper here," says the taller one.
"Yeah, that's a great idea," says Hebert.
Britt of CT says their 45 is "our way of
saying to the people what we want to say.
The songs about a kid who sees a street
fight and you know, like it's seen through
his eyes. "We threw together the Blue
Music Box for the flipside, it's an oldie,
first thing we recorded." Thinks
Rickenbacker world's greatest.

First Fox song is very underground. A KE
song: Crazy Horse of Louisiana Crowd
likes it, and it's a good sound.
Talking to Britt: Memphis has quiet
audiences, "Mfs is so dead," replies Britt.
' We need...something. People come
here...they leave real quick. Nothing is
here."
3 Guys in Fox. Woznick is lead. Jimmy
Jamison of BB says they've been together
2 weeks.
Second song is something somebody
vaguely calls Innocent Blues Tasting.
Woznick has a psychedelically painted
guitar that he obviously likes a lot. Fox is
Wayne Bradley, 22, MSU on bass, Dan
Woznick 22 on lead guitar 19 Robert
Morehouse on drums. They are in
MUMA?
Country Funk digs hardrock blues, BSW,
CTA, not too hot on Blind Faith.

if she's any good, the sound's not getting
through the speakers. "All the people are
giving their energy and talents," (the
crowd titters) Walker goes on, stiff upper
lip. "I know that a lot you can't get into
s o m e o f
t h e a c t s . T h a t ' s
your...own...hangup. So you shouldn't
interfere with other people's thing,
(cheers) Dig it if you can. Let somebody
else, okay?" Light applause.
"For those who like such things I've got a
little song that's about as long as the
war." Audience really shuts up. There is
some clapping, the sound of radios
clicking ON.
Bruce Williams, Atlantis cartoonist, was
trying to get Walker to go onstage and
hiss into the microphone, "Some of you
haff relatives liffink in East Arkansas?"
but he wouldn't do it, rightly predicting
that those who were going to be
boisterous would do so no matter what.

Think crowd will turn to simpler
melodies. Tunes with less heavy sound
less noise, more finesse. Funk swings into
Living in the USA, it's a great great sound
by Wilbur and the Dukes. They are Very
Good on it.

Rapscallions come on after Katie. A
tough act to follow. They go into Green
River, by Credence. Somebody backstage
is bitching about how bad it is when you
can't tell if a group trying to punch the
record or do their own version. The Rap
drummer, a wicked looking cat, says he is
not really their drummer. Jim Blake says
Dexter Tutor drums for the Rapscallions.
But tonight Wayne Evans is drumming.
"Faking it," he says later, in the wings.
Jim Dickinson hears about it, says Evans
too polished for Dickinson's group.

Next a LZ-type with light bridges in
treble palying off against the rest of the
group. Country Funk, however, bangs it
all out. No two moods, just all loud. Like
if somebody played Badge in 2/4 time at
135 decibels.

CT's Moore raps: "When you got a big
crowd you can make a few mistakes. I
made a really big one today but nobody
noticed. If it's a small room or a small
crowd I get nervous sometimes. It's more
intimate...they can hear it all."

CF doing nice LZ. CF plays in twilight.
Crowd a little larger now, than when CT
started. Butch & Barry Johnson, Bill
Rennie. Barham is backstage freaking
around, troglodyte.

Then they did Good Times Bad Times
and it was a perfect punch, just beautiful.
The bass amps were bottoming out, but
who cares. It was great. Crowd whistled,
liked the show. The crowd is blase, cool,
apathetic, but it doesn't seem to bother
the groups, especially the Knowbody
Else.
Next good old rock and roll: Next a
cream oldie. Sitting On Top of the World
(Dixon). Lead guitar fancy.
superduper sound on it, wiped up on it.
Intro was rave. Hendrix produced
CatMother album, Song is Good Old
Rock & Roll. Fab intra.
Next Katie
Guthrie.

like

Leadbelly

and

Ready to go onstage. "Think it's all
right?" Yeah, yeah. Go ahead. It'll be a
gas. She goes on. Katie and Mary Ann,
her daughter, sit on an organ bench in
front of a mike which is aimed about
three feet above the guitar hole. You
can't hear Katie very well, which is a
mixed blessing. The audience springs to
life. Gone is the apathy which has seized
them since two o'clock. There are boos
and catcalls, nice ones. Jeers, and a ragged
mob in the midsection starts a chorus in
response. There is scattered applause,
weird sounds. "When does the hook come
out?" asks one practical-minded bop.
REAL AUDIENCE REACTION. It's like
Frank Zappa and the Mothers of
Invention coming onstage and glaring
silently at the audience for 15 minutes
until something happens. At least
hostility is a happening!

DJ Walker comes on in response to the
bad reaction. Katie is still sitting on the
organ bench manfully. You can't even tell

Second Rap song is 99'/* by Wilson
Pickett. Fancy organ work. They weave it
into a driving beat that is on the verge of
hypnotizing the mob when the song ends.
Just beginning to flip out. There is a lack
of drama here, an absence of
showmanship. The bands need more
confidence, need to break through the
blase' sophistication of crowds that hear
Blind Faith and Led Zeppelin on FM/100
all day. It's surprising, though, how little
the average spectator knows about what's
being played.
Raps announce the next number: a Beatle
song. Crowd yells in favor. Yay. "Good
Old Hard Rock" It's the Ballad of John
and Yoko, but it's really Elvis Presley,
dig? Nice intra and a nice song. The
drummer has soul. Needs to smile more,
relax. Maybe he needs a derby. Goofier is
better. A row of 10-12 yearolds lines the
front of the pit. The sound, the scene is
only background.
Next is Canned Heat's One Kind Favor,
then Credence: Born on a Bayou. Is
Louisiana where it's at? God help us if it
is. Nostalgia ain't what it used to be, but
it's the big trip these days.
Wait a minute! Who are those freaky kids
in the wings? "You can call me Laura,"
says Laura. "You're beautiful, Laura!"
"You're beautiful too!" Laura is here
with her friends. Laura is beautiful and
she has a long red dress on and Roaring
Twenties blonde hair. "I like everything,"
says Laura. She even liked Ozark Katie.
Laura is stoned out of her mind, maybe?
"No," interrupts her boyfriend Blake,
who's 17. "She's not that kind of girl..."
What about Blake? "I am not stoned," he
giggles. Laura is 14. Rick is passed out on
a bench in the back, coming down from

something. Dal is here too, says he'sJL's
son, whoever JL is. "What do you think
of the Rolling Stones?" "They look like
carrots!" screams Laura. "They smell like
tomato juice," adds Balke. "They have
french fries in their nose," says Dal. Blake
says the Beatles and Led Zeppelin are his
fave groups. Jon shows up. He likes them
too, and the Cream and Iron Butterfly,
and Steppanwolf. "Do you think
In A-Godda-Da-Vita is cheap trash?"
"No," screams Blake. "It's great." "What
do you think of Otis Redding?" They
chorus the inevitable answer: "He's
dead!" "Blake, what are you going to do
when you grow up?" Make movies, says
Blake, 15. "I'm gonna be a pusher!" yells
Jon, 13. "I'm gonna be a nark," says Jon,
correcting himself. What about Laura?
She's beautiful, and that implies..."Do
you consider yourself a sex object?"
"She's amorphodite!" screams the
exuberant Blake. "What's that'?" asks
Laura, touching the Indian beads around
her golden darling Roaring Twenties hair.
"Means you're half boy and half girl,"
replies the knowledgeable Blake.
"Definitely," says Laura, 14.
Here's the JR that wrote the Flying Horse
of Louisiana which is a nice song even
though Louisiana is a secret bummer. JR
is JR Brewer, guitar for Know Body Else.
James Mangum sings, Pat Daugherty plays
bass, H. Jett plays guitar, so does Rick
Reynolds. Who's the drummer? AKE is
telling all this. The question shocks him
into action: "Let me go find out the
drummer's name!" Like, wow. "His
name's Evans, his last name. Wayne
Evans, I knew his first name." These guys
are as spaced out as a drunken kitten in a
logjam.

Country Funk's Birthday was fun. Some
songs are always fun. The Know Body
Else (my abbreviation for them is KE
which reminds me Keuffel and Esser, the
slide-rule people. Being slightly spaced
myself the band begins to evolve into
some multi-billion watt electronic human
prancing slide-rule, a fantasy-system.
Sick.) are going to come on after the
Raps get through.
Okay then the Knowbody Else come on
and they are very freaky and have long
glossy Indian-type shaky hair which is
nice to watch. Like it goes back and forth
with the music...back...and forth. Their
managers are squatting at the edge of the
stage: Ronnie Smith and Norman Stone.
They have a soon-to-be-released album it
seems. Most distributors won't handle the
record they have out now. Various people
are wandering around backstage (as all
evening) murmuring to lead guitarists and
such about demos and tapes and cuts and
sets and gigs and blends and the Know
Body Else are loud and a little sloppy
although you can tell what they could do
all right. And the Changin' Thymes comes
on last for an encore after there's a vote
without any nays permitted because that
would be a Down, and this is groovy.
Four guys named Ricky Harvey and
Donnie Rickman and Kirby Glover ("he
has a super voice," says a probable
groupie) and John Taylor and Charles
Gage that makes five guys; are waiting to
jam together. The Changin' Thymes is
doing all right even though they play Day
in the Life again (which they were doing
in May) and then Helplessly Hoping
again. Then it's all over, coming to a
subdued, not too-well modulated end. A
blissful silence sinks over the Shell. Where
are Laura and Blake and Dal and Jon and
Charlotte and most of all, Cindy Little?
They are all gone, traipsed out of the
littered tiers of seats (though there had
been gay dancing in the wings, really) and
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"I never could roll worth a damn with these ungummed papers."

Biker's holiday.

Give me your tired, your poor, your.

Cat Mother pecking that "Good Ole Rock and Roll.

"Ummm, the air is sweet today."

San tanacommunicating with neighboring tribes.

Tenting to-night..

A petrified Axis bassist.

Oliver grins boyishly after hitting a flat note.

The Youngbloods do "Get Together."

THE NEW ORLEANS POT FESTIVAL
MUST 09S
Gonzales, Louisiana
The first annual New Orleans Pop Festival
was staged Sunday, August 31st and
Monday, September 1st, in a race track
50 miles from New Orleans. This was the
first endeavor of this type ever staged
around the Mid and Deep-South area.
We left the preceding Friday, so that we
could spend Saturday on Bourbon Street.
While there we decided to try to get an
inkling of New Orleans' hip community's
opinion of the festival.
The result was cold shoulders, silence,
and suspicion. This was understandable
because of the reputation of the local
police.
The only response was from an individual
peddling Logos, the underground
newspaper of the area. This sould had
experienced the magic of Woodstock and
refused to blaspheme its memory by
attending the local event. His concensus
amounted to the belief that the local fuzz
were posting road blocks to hassle the
long-hairs and search for dope.
We left for Gonzales with our spirits
considerably dampened. Sure enough, we
saw where many people had been pulled
over, and everyone of the victims were
long-hairs. However, we noted no
roadblocks and we were able to reach the
track without any traffic snarls.

Upon arrival we realized that the Festival
was intended to be a money-making
project and not a "happening" as
Woodstock. The security was impeccable
with a security force reinforced with
several motorcycle clubs enlisted to
patrol the fences. It was also obvious that
the local gestapo entertained no
charitable and magnanimous attitude
toward the long-hairs, freaks, and kids in
attendance. The uniformed gendarmes on
horseback and numerous freshly bearded
sore thumbs were very evident. The New
Orleans police, notorious for their
exhibited brutality (especially during
Mardi Gras) were, however, running
scared. Their lack of experience with such
youthful mass aggregations of funseekers
had them in a definitely awkward
position. The undercurrent of vibes
seemed to be one of fear, fear that their
preferred method of law and order would
cast them in an unpleasant light in the
nation's eyes. This was especially so
because of the excellent results achieved
by the "loved," peace police of
Woodstock. However, I personally never
saw them harass or bust anyone; but I
stayed deep within the confines of the
crowd, and there was a fantastic amount
of drug abuse in my immediate vicinity.
There was always someone walking
around in the crowd's heart seeking
someone to turn on. The air was filled
with a purple haze and many hands were
shaken. Rumors were ever present about
busts, and once every some cat would
wander by and exclaim, "Man, they just

busted 30 people who were standing by
the gate smoking dope." I'm sure some
truth was involved, but rather than
investigate I just burrowed deeper into
the crowd.
The facilities were considerably better
than Woodstock with an information
booth (taking messages for the announcer
on stage), lost and found center,
infirmary, and exorbitant concession
areas (but plentiful).
The disappointments were no trash
receptacles and no bathing area. In fact, I
fell asleep on the field the final night, and
as I awoke the next morning to the bright
sun, I had to sit erect to see over the piles
of trash and debris. There were other
scattered bodies, but they were
unrecognizable amid clutters of cans,
trash, etc.
The announcer continually harped about
the delays due to the people cutting thru
the fence. He also announced for two
solid days for some John Smith to report
to the information booth because his wife
was having a baby. The final day he said,
"John Smith, your wife just gave birth to
a 7 pound boy. We've looked for you for
two days; now we don't need you; so you
can go to hell!"
One freak wandered aimlessly through
the crowd with a wine sack around his
neck and swore that the pouch contained
holy water from California. It turned out

that it contained mere water made
electric with about 10 tabs of acid. This is
the same guy that wandered around the
bikers' area and begged drinks from the
juice freaks. When they gave him a drink,
he would spike it with 3 tabs of sunshine.
We never figured out if he had it in for
the bikers or just wanted to unwittingly
turn them on.

Saturday evening was stocked mostly
with unknown groups for the early
arrivals. These were White Fox, Show
Rabbit, Whiz-bang, and Tyrannosaurus
Rex. The crowds remained relatively
unimpressed with the program and
seemed to be settling into a smoking
routine until a group named Axis came
on. This was a trio for the New York area
who really acted as if they came to play.
The bass player just stood still in his stove
pipe hat and beard, while playing thehell
out of his guitar and digging what he was
doing. The lead player was playing the
guitar and digging what he was doing. The
lead player was playing the guitar behind
his head while on his knees; and the
drummer had worked himself into a
frenzy, knocking over drums and blasting
the hell out of them. They were
particularly impressive, not just for their
showmanship but for their desire to play.
They set up their equipment in the
camping area Sunday night to a generator
and played till 4:00 a.m., although they
were scheduled for 10:30 Monday
morning.

Some of the eternal gossip of events
within the crowds milieu invariably
reached us. One speed freak had
completely flipped out after ten caps of
amphetamine and a tab each of Sunshine,
Chocolate Chip, Chocolate Swirl, and
Lime. He'd been dragged into custody
(probably to the hospital) after going
berserk and heaving a beer can into a
tent. The can hit some dude "making
love." The dude trounced him and off he
went.
Next, a Cajun named Doug Kershaw
rousted the crowd with his electric fiddle,
while leaping around the stage like a
whirling dervish.
The final act of the evening was the new
Columbia recording group from San
Francisco: It's A Beautiful Day. They
started slow and were disappointingly
unlike their album. They finished their
first song and were into their second,
when some guy appeared on the stage and
said something to the electric violinist.
After an exchange of words the intruder
jabbed him in the mouth. The juice-freak
was hauled back stage, and the violinist,
David LaFlamme, disappeared. The rest
continued but seemed to have gone
completely to pieces.
After the song the lead guitarist
announced they would return tomorrow
and left, but the female singer made a
stand and coerced the rest into staying.
She threatened to finish solo if there were
no other way.
They started the next song and seemed
more ragged than ever, until LaFlamme
returned and retrieved his violin. As he
played (like he's probably never played
before), the group got together behind his
virtuoso playing and brought the crowd
to their feet as they went into "White
Bird" and other numbers. That night and
the other two performances they
completely electrified the crowd with the
talent displayed on their album. It's a
Beautiful Day was one of the highlights
of the Festival. They finished at about
3:00, and the crowd wandered off for a
little sleep until morning.
From here on the groups will be reviewed
in accordance with the merits of their
performances:
SWEETWATER-cancelled out
LEE MICHAELS—cancelled out
FLOWER POWER—undistinguished
SNOW RABBIT-undistinguished
SPIRAL STAIRCASE—undistinguished
POT LIQUOR-undistinguished
WHIZBANG-undistinguished
CHICAGO TRANSIT—umimpressive live,
especially after a remarkably good
album.
TYRANNOSAURUS REX-do nothing
group—best aspect of them was that
they presented an opportunity to
break for a coke or find a toilet.
GRATEFUL DEAD-Ok-better live than
on record which is still no
recommendation.
IRON BUTTERFLY-group that is
overrated —overly loud and
dissonant-not very strong in concert.
OLIVER-disappointing even with
renditions of "Jean" and "Good
Morning Starshine"-flat vocally most
of the time-unfortunately had poor
back-up personnel and lacked the
studio facilities to produce the effects
on his recordings.
COUNTRY JOE AND THE FISH-a
ukelele was a real crowd pleaser with
its bruning and stomping on stage. Did
good live performance of their "Rock
and Soul Music," Encored with their
infamous rendition of "Fish Cheer

and Feel Like I'm Fixin' To Die."
They neglected the proper spelling
and substituted different letters in the
cheer after the "F." I'm sure the
people in Gonzales (5 miles away)
must have heard the spelling and
screaming of that old Anglo-Saxon
standard by the attending 40,000.
BYRDS-Strange and nostalgic to hear
them doing all the old Byrd hits:
"You Ain't Going Nowhere," "Mr.
Tambourine Man," "Turn, Turn,
Turn," "Eight Miles High," etc. The
strangeness was due to the fact that
only one of the original Byrds was
onstage, Roger McGuinn (Mr. Byrds).
McGuinn still continues to maintain
the same sound of the earlier groups.
The difference is only in the
knowledge. Some of the magic was
lost with the absence of people like
Hillman, Clark, Crosby, Parsons, and
Clarke.
CAT MOTHER AND THE ALL-NIGHT
NEWSBOYS-funky, down home
group concentrating on treatment of
that good old rock and roll. Not
worried about audience response
(although it was excellent) and just
had a lot of fun on stage.
CANNED HEAT-One of the most
dominant groups of the Festival. The
first thing that "Bear" Hite did, was
to grab the microphone and proclaim,
"Ole Bear was just in Atlanta and I've
been having a ball in Louisiana and if
anyone says anything bad about the
South, I'm gonna' tell them they're
full of SHIT!!! Now is everybody
ready to boogie?" He proceeded to
introduce their new lead guitarist,
Harvey Mandel, one of the finest in
the business. Next was a fantastic 40
minute jam of "boogie" music. The
crowd completely took the big
lumbering bruin to heart and fell into
a trance of dancing, jiving, boogying,
and just generally goofing on the
torrent of sound from the stage. The
Bear moved around the stage like a
man possessed, no, not a man but a
symbol of intensity. His head bobbed
up and down like his namesake. It was
too infectious to be still and the entire
crowd was standing and drinking in
every second. Too soon it was over
and the audience went berserk; it was
not enough. And although they were
to catch a plane to Dallas that night,
they returned to the relief of the
crowd. It was a sad moment when
they left for good.
SANTANA-the unknown big name of
the Festival. This six-man group had
the crowd clamoring for their
distinctive brand of Latin percussive,
hard rock. Their showmanship was
bound with their tremendous energy
in performing. They had the crowd in
their grasp. The Santana album is
exciting and excellent, but if possible
catch this group live. They're
fantastic!
YOUNGBLOODS—the most well received
group of them all. Their final
performance brought them some of
the recognition that they've so long
and richly deserved. "Let's Get
Together" was done 3 times and after
3 encores the crowd was still begging
for more. The moment was a kind of
magic moment, for the peace flag was
flying over the stadium and the
fireworks display started a little
prematurely during the last set. There
were tears of joy in some eyes after
the final encore.
FIREWORKS DISPLAY-fantastic and
awesome visual experience—even
topped the excellent light show given
by the Glenn McKay Head lights. With
the number of people there stoned,

crocked, and tripping, the fireworks
represented more than lights in the
sky; it was a trip in itself, even to the
straights. With each aerial visual
experience, you could detect an
audible inhalation of breath from the
unnoticed people beside you.
After the fireworks, the worst ordeal of
the three days happened. For some
reason the Airplane didn't get ready to
perform for 3% hours. The audience
remained undaunted and unmoved,
however; they were there until the end.
The P.A. system began playing recorded
music and the kids were pacified. They
seemed only aware of being alive, free,
and happy.
One straight looking cat in front of me
proved he wasn't so straight after all. He
broke into song and proceeded to sing
"On the Street Where You Live" in
entirety. He never missed a lyric, and his
group was so enraptured that they
dragged him to his feet and went
searching in the crowd for a guitarist to
accompany him.
On several occasions during the interim of
waiting, one could look around and see
someone strolling about completely
naked in light given from the numerous
fires around. The only reactions were
shouted encouragement and goodwill.
During this time the sky became more
overcast that anytime previously (the
days were blisteringly hot and nights
damply cool). Lightning flashed and the
rain started down; a roar went through
the crows as if daring the rain to come.
They were determined to beat anything
including a cloudburst or flood. The
attitude was one that said: "If those
people in Woodstock took what they did,
C'mon and we'll show you how tough we
are". Strangely enough, the rain stopped
and the sky cleared shortly after.
The review of Janis Joplin has been saved
until last to go with that of the Airplane
for several reasons. One is the analogies
between the two female singers. Janis
(with her Southern Comfort) becomes
Gracie's antithesis in performance. While
Grace is ice, Joplin is fire. She becomes
emotionally involved with singing, and
these emotions develop into body
motion. She was like a little girl(at one
point of a song, she became hung-up with
her own echo). She would screech at the
top of her lungs, toss her hands in the air,
and stomp her feet. She wasn't that
pretty but damned erotic.
Gracie was the opposite, in the
personification of ice. She seemed cool
and aloof, and held herself aloft during
the music. She addressed the audience as
a superior, almost matronly, individual.
Her singing, unlike Janis's was controlled
to the point of perfection. She didn't sing
down to the audience but like one
knowing her place of regal bearing. Where
Janis sang to please as an equal; Grace
sang in control with an asserted and
acquired dominance.
RESUME: The New Orleans Pop Festival
was a success but not because of the
promoter, the commercialism, or to even
a great deal-the acts. It was made by the
kids; who went just for fun, to get away,
to be free, and dig living. That they
achieved this is all that's important.
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A Pop Festival can be more than a series
of rock concerts. It can transcend
the mere gathering of anonymous
individuals for the purpose of listening to
music. More importantly, a festival can
become an opportunity for free thinking
individuals to collectively do what they
can not do in their home towns: to show
that they can gather peacefully and act
respectively despite their dress.
Woodstock, the festival of a few weeks
ago, was a prime example of what a
tremendous amount of brotherhood
feelings can do. For the brief time that
the people of the Woodstock festival were
the third largest city in New York state,
they showed no violence toward one
another. What other city this size could
boast of such a record?
Thus, those who attend these festivals do
it as a sense of duty and an already
present allegiance with those who have
chosen similar ideas and life styles. The
performers represent these life styles as
well as play the music that the audience
identifies with and follows. The music
acts as the nucleus and the audience fills
up the rest of the cell, each a moving part
reacting collectively to the energy
released by the nucleus.
Unlike a concert situation, where each
person has a numbered ticket and a
corresponding numbered seat, a festival
goer is free to mingle. There is a sense of
community and sharing its joys and
sorrows. It is these feelings that transcend
the hardships that have been experienced.
The New Orleans Pop Festival exhibited
few of these feelings. This pop festival
was held over Labor Day weekend, with
the big acts scheduled Sunday and
Monday following Saturday's local band
program. The festival was located in the
midst of the "red neck" district near the
inconspicuous town of Prairieville at the
site of the Louisiana International
Speedway.
Prairieville was an apt name. The tenting
area was a dust bowl. It was impossible to
see most of the time along the dust
ridden road that snaked through the
treeless field. The weather was hot and
humid. And there was little water.
What water there was, was hardly clean or
cool. The promised showers were never
set up and even the normally clean
festival goers were forced to remain
unwashed for the 3 days, conforming to
the local resident's opinion of them as
"dirty hippies."
The atmosphere was not one of a pop
festival. Many of the 50,000 who came,
causing a seven mile traffic jam, were not
interested in the performers. They
wanted to see 'Them thar hippies." A
local curfew had been imposed Thursday
because of a racial disturbance. Many
came to drink their beer free from its
restrictions as well as to watch "them
thar hippies."
The first impression one might get the
first night of the festival was that of a
high school football rally. Local hoods
paraded through the dust, piled all over
their convertibles, drinking their beer.
The second night was more like a giant
beach party without an ocean or sand to
bury the garbage in. The stage was set up
in the raceway coliseum on the high end
of the banked track. The infield filled up
with spectators who filled the infield with
thousands of empty beer cans. Most of
the tripping done that weekend was done
by walking over the thousands of empty
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Chicago (Transit Authority) blasting away: "I'm A Man."

Axis drummer having a drink of microphone.

Another hog.

"Wow, a rat just came out the spout!"
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The crowd was essentially local drinkers
playing "hippie" by wearing ready-made
department store hippie clothes and
peace symbols strung about their necks.
They screamed "more" at the end of
every group's performance whether they
merited an encore or not. They screamed
for certain selections and were impatient
if their orders were not filled.
Hypocritically, on Sunday afternoon they
gave the Youngbloods a standing ovation
for singing "Come on people, get together
and love one another right now," and
that night wanted the Byrds to get off the
stage. The Byrds are one of the most
respected and influential groups in the
country.
The "hipness quotient" of the crowd was
exceedingly low. If they did not
understand the music, could not dance to
it or had not heard it on the radio, they
did not want to hear it or get involved.
Country Joe and the Fish played "Rock
and Soul Music" as a parody on soul
music but the crowd liked it as a song.
The Fish went over their heads.
Many promised highlights in the festival
never appeared. Dr. John the
Nighttripper's voo-doo show, scheduled
for 2 a.m. Sunday was cancelled. Both
early-morning jam sessions never
materialized. The curfew was enforced
Monday morning at 3 a.m. by local police
and, Tuesday morning, the groups refused
to play to an audience that was literally
asleep.

on after the majority of the audience had
left. There were still a few drunken yells
for "White Rabbit." The Dead opened
their set quite effortlessly for the
remaining lifeless few hundred people.
But being the fine musicians they are,
they got into their music. The sleeping
crowd suddenly rose simultaneously to its
feet and started moving to the music. The
song lasted an hour and a half and ended
among cheers. It featured some
extraordinary guitar work by Jerry
Garcia.
The remaining crowd trekked back to
their tents through the field of cans
reflecting the pale moonlight.
The pop festival did have its moments:
the standing ovations for the relatively
unknown groups; It's A Beautiful Day,
and Cat Mother and the Ail-Night
Newsboys: the Youngbloods playing
"Get Together" accompanied by
fireworks; and the unreal set of the Iron
Butterfly playing "In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida."
But the festival was marred by the
boorishness of the crowd, and its
inhibited nature. One nude body during
Country Joe's set caused the entire crowd
to look. Country Joe liberally minded
couldn't understand the commotion. And
the lack of facilities and organization
caused an already hostile crowd to
become even more hostile.
Although the local press described the
festival as "peaceful" and "successful" it
was, for lack of better terms, a dry
wasteland with a lot of good and
potentially great music going down the
drain.

A giant fireworks display came a day late
in the middle of a banjo soloist by
Banana of the Youngbloods.
The final night which could have been the
best turned out to be a disaster. The
Jefferson Airplane and the Grateful Dead,
two of the top bands in the country were
scheduled to play back to back followed
by a giant jam session.

About 12:30 a.m. following a two hour
wait, the Airplane played instead of the
Dead. The crowd had spent much of its
energy in the two hour period by building
fires. Using the beer cans and other
miscellaneous garbage as percussion
instruments, they created a mood of
primitive tribes performing ritual

by Gordon Alexander
Run ning the war
is
ruining the lives
of a few good friends of mine,
and taking the time
of our lives
from a few good friends of mine
and me
There was a trench
drilled deep beneath the lowest ditch
they used t o c a l l a home
only known
as h i l l 69 or 40 . . .
i t ' s a cinch
more than several o f my boys
are lying in that trench
neath the ditch . . . dead

No one wanted t o go
but they did
(a few hid) but
most of them wanted to go
to the aid of their mother
who had always handed them apple pie
but was now handing them
shit

The Airplane set was a disaster. They
could not hear their stage monitors,
Owsley's (the Dead's) sound equipment
was blocking their sound to half the
crowd, and the audience was unreceptive.

I t ' s not that Henry
wanted to be a hero
or wanted to see the world
or wanted
to leave his girl
i t ' s j u s t that ' o l Hank
had a hankering
to kill
and to spill
a lot of blood
from someone e l s e ' s cup . . .
After
you pay
to get in!

About 2:15 a.m., the Grateful Dead came

The War Never Ends and the Killing Never Stops,

Her b year baby frekle faced blonde
boy
has a new toy
a gun that shoots
really hard to understand,
a boy of five
and a gun that shoots

The Dead, scheduled first, never got their
equipment set up in time. Having had
trouble in the past with inferior
equipment, their chose to erect their own
mammoth sound system and light show.
The light show never became operative.

What could have been a powerful set
turned into a farce. Drunks wandered
upon the stage, one grabbing a
microphone before he was yanked off.
Drunks screaming "White Rabbit!"
"White Rabbit" is a song about drugs.
Many threatened a rumble if they didn't
hear the song. The atmosphere was one of
tenseness and hostility. The Airplane quit
after eight short songs with a smattering
applause. They dedicated "Another Side
of This Life" to the crowd, obviously not
a part of the same subculture.

"it> sMmrmnffl OF die KIDS W
DECEViT, REfcBlOODED MMm, WHSJMHT
£EUEVE Wfc
OE/tWOF iwr ShV."

They all looked grim
the headlines read
one hundred murdered
one hundred dead
Out the war never ends
and the K i l l i n g
never stops.

Gene
Steve Phillip
Fred
Stear Dale Lee
Durham Baker Nicholson
Moloch, one of the best and best-known
Memphis groups, is just back from a New
York engagement. On Tuesday,
September 9, David McGuire, Atlantis'
acting Editor, talked with Gene Wilkins,
Moloch's impressive, Morrison-like lead
singer.
W: Ask me some questions.
A: You, and Booker T. and the M.G.'s
and the Bar-Kays...
IN: Oh, we didn't play together up there.
A: / mean, you're the only groups from
Memphis that have ever don New York?
W: Oh, I'm sure there's other groups:
Jerry Lee Lewis, all them old groups.
A: Yeah. How'd you get booking for
this?
W: From the Blues Festival. This chick
from the Blues Festival who wrote for the
Village Voice...
A: Heard your sound?
IN: Right. And she dug us so she
go...booked us in New York. She told a
cat up there named Dominic Cecilia who
was with Dominic Cecilia and Associates,
they do PR work. And he was interested
enough to try to get us a gig up there.
A: Where did you play in New York?
W: At the Pavilion where they had the
Summer Bowl Festival.
A: Who else was on the bill?
W: The Stooges and the Mc5, and a local
New York band called David Pee!
and...the Lower East Side.
A: How'd you like the audience reaction
up there?
W: They're good... well, we played Friday
and Saturday night in New York...and
Friday night we had a little trouble
getting it together our first night there
and we'd never played in New York or in
the place and they had a sound system
that was a little foreign to us We did

some sets and...the response wasn't, you
know, wasn't anything spectacular...we
weren't either. Saturday night we did one
set, and we got two standing ovations
from the audience.
A: Wow! That's great. That's really
something for New York. Did you do any
songs that are well-known around here
or...
W: Yeah, we did a song called You Don't
Love Me, which is Phillips Blues; we did
one song off our album called Gone
Away Too Long...Gone Too Long...we
did a song, old bottleneck blues song
called Delta Blues—it doesn't have a title,
it's just a bottle and grit..tune. And we
did Shuffle by Albert Collins, we opened
with that. Kind of backwards from what /
told you is the order of the set.
A: How many of these are on your
album, when did that come out?
W: Just one of 'em's on our album. It'll
be out...I don't know, some time pretty
soon.
A: What label?
W: Enterprise.
A: That a local?
W: Yeah, it's a new subsidiary of Stax.
They have...they have one album out
now, which is an Isaac Hayes album
called Hot Buttered Soul and it's a hit
LP...
A: Yeah, / heard about that.
W: And we'll be the first..well, we'll be
the first white group on the label. /
haven't heard many albums like it to
come out of Memphis.
A: Your album?
W: / haven't heard anything out of
Memphis like it It's blues...rhythm and
blues, one commercial shot on there for
the public.
A: The concert Sunday they announced
that you were going to be playing at the

Shell Saturday, (September 13, ed.j and
the crowd kind of got excited and
dapped and everything.
W: Oh, well, / hope we can play up to
their expectations
A: Your group...and Changin' Thymes are
kind of the big two in town. What do you
think of the CT?
W: They're a good group. Nice bunch of
guys, too. They're...! like 'em.
A: They coordinated all the groups and
did the stage work and all that stuff.
W: Last Sunday?
A: Yeah, Sunday. Free and everything.
W: Did they play?
A: Yeah, they played, you know, a set
and then they did a bunch of songs after
everything was over. There were a bunch
of guys standing around that wanted to
jam, but...they didn'thave time.
W: Yeah.
A: / was at the thing Sunday and it
sounded to like some of the bands, well,
Changin' Thymes was pretty good
and...have you ever heard the George
Wallass Blues Projek? There were really
great, just two guys Everybody else was
pretty...loud. To me...I mean they came
on too loud and they didn't have enough
their own sound.
W: Yeah...WeiI you don't have to be loud
to be good, but loud rock and roll is
kinda where it's at...the MC5 is very loud,
MC5 is intensely loud. We play pretty
loud, but / prefer it louder.
A: What kind of stuff do you do? Do you
believe in Credence Clearwater Revival
like some people do?
W: Do / believe in 'em?
A: Like some people are really outtasite
hungup on that sound.
W: Oh, they're the new superstars, man. /
can see why, they're a good group.
They're tight, and they play good music.

Just like anybody else that makes it.
A: What are your favorites?
W: / like Taj Mahal, / like...I dug the
Cream, / like Blind Faith.
A: You ever do any Led Zeppelin stuff?
W: No, no.
A: That was real popular Sunday, too.
W: The Led Zeppelin played here?
A: No, / mean everybody did Led
Zeppelin. Everybody that came on did it
W: They're a big group now, they're the
big superstars They're good...they played
in New York at the Pavilion where we
played. A week before.
A: Yeah, / was talking to some people
from Atlanta who said they had it really
punch for the record; really blew their
minds, it was so loud and so perfect
W: Sure, they're good...it all depends
A: Did you all bop around New York,
you know, like after hours? Did you go
anywhere?
W: Sure, / went to the Electric Circus,
Fillmore East, a bunch of places tike that.
They're all real nice.
A: Meet any of the people up there...
W: Oh yeah, the guy that booked us
named Dominic Cecilia, Howard Stein
who produced the Summer Bowl Festival
which we played on...
A: A small festival then, sort of?
W: Every weekend all summer they've
been doing things Ours was the first
concert where they didn't have name
groups Like, we of course are not a name
group, David Peel and the Lower East
Side are not a name group. And...the
Stooges weren't really-they had a lot of
hype in front of them, from Elektra
Records, and they're all right, they're not
really that great though. / found them a
little bit boring, their singer kind of
freaks out

A: You find sometimes record
companies'!! get a group and...
W: SureA: Superhype them more than they're
worth?
W: Sure. 'Course they will man. it's a
money business. You know, you gotta
keep the game tight, and that's part of
the game. You can sell a group on
advertising man, and like, they could be
nowhere. And they can make a lot of
money...make a lot of money. But if
you're gonna get anywhere, really get
anywhere, you gotta be pretty good.
A: How long have you...been doing this?
IN: moloch's been together about six,
eight months now. I've been singing all
my life.
A: You're the lead singer for them?
IN: Yeah, well we've got three lead singers
really.
A: Why don't you tell me all the guys in
the group and what they do...
W: Well, Fred Nicholson plays organ,
Philipp Dale Durham plays drums, and
Steve Stear plays bass. Lee Baker plays
lead guitar and sings, and my name is
Eugene Wilkins. And...it's not really a
lead singer; I sing some and Lee sings
some and Philipp sings some. / play
harmonica.
A: This machine is driving me out of my
mind, scared of it..
W: We II... I've told you, I've told you all
I'm gonna tell you this afternoon.
A: Really?
W: / would tell you about driving on the
sidewalk in New York and screaming at
people who don't...
A: That's what / want to hear about!
W: Oh, you mean that kind of shit?
A: Is dope tight in New York, are the
cops bad—
W: Oh, there ain't no grass in New York,

A: There's no grass here either.
W: / know it, there ain't no grass
anywhere right now.
A: How do you like driving on the
sidewalks of New York?
W: It's all right when you can't get going
on the streets. There were a bunch of
trucks; we had to just hit the sidewalks
somewhere.
W: Yeah, Yeah, New York's a crazy
place, / mean the air's polluted and the
people are all indifferent to everything
that goes on. You could knife somebody
in the street and they wouldn't look.
They're fuhtup that way, you gotta
be-there's so many people up there man,
it's uhhh.
A: Y'all have any plans for another
album?
W: Yeah, I guess so, as soon as this one
comes out, ah, we've got some things cut
for a new album.
A: You know, / met a couple of guys
who seemed really together, that they'd
been around an awful lot...knew a lot
about musicIN: Well, a lot of guys've been around. A
lot of guys have been around in this
town, this ah...there're more bands in
Memphis than in any other city in the
country...per capital. It's a big music
town...or it's supposed to be, I'd...
A: Supposed to be?
W: For recording, yeah, / guess it is. But
that's a pretty tight scene here. Very
tight.
A: It's hard to get in if you're trying to
get in.
W: Kinda, Kinda hard to get into, unless
you're a group and you've got somebody
really interested in you that wants to
produce you.
A: Do you do all your own stuff?
W: We do, we do, you know, we're
getting to where we're doing mostly
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original stuff now, because we've only
been together eight months.
A: Did you fly up?
W: We drove. Two cars and a truck. Yeah,
it's a long way but it was worth it, 'cause
it was really more of an audition we did
in New York... to see if we could find
somebody who'd want to manage us.
A: Like Dominic Cecelia?
W: Well, for him and other people...he's
not gonna manage us, but he got us the
gig because he's a friend of ours...and he
did it as a friendly gesture.
A: Do you think it will do anything for
you?
W: Yeah, we've already go some people
up there interested. There are people up
there now interested in managing us. And
all we have to do now is negotiate a deal,
all we have to do now is negotiate a deal.
A: Uhuh. What are they gonna do for
you? Go down to the record man?
W: / don't know...I don't know.
A: Y'all don't have a manager as such?
W: No, we've done all that ourselves...up
to this point 'cause...oh, you know, you
gotta have somebody that's really gonna
hustle, you know, the way you want to
hustle...because the manager has to be an
extension of the band. Like we've done a
lot of hustling...
A: / guess you did to get put out by Stax,
or Enterprise.
W: Well yeah, we did that...our producer
did that more than anybody else. We did
the hustling to get to New York. And
when you gotta hustle to make it in New
York, you gotta hustle to make it
anywhere, really.
A: Does everybody in the band live on his
earnings as a band member?
1N: Yeah. Not too well but they do.
A: How old is everybody?
W: Everybody's either 23 or 24. Steve's

18.
A: I've heard a lot of noise about the
Memphis Sound, / think it's half
superhype and half truth.
IN: Oh, well there is a Memphis Sound,
there's a bunch of Memphis Sounds,
there's Chips Moman, there's Stax...
A: Chips Moman?
W: Yeah, American. There's...and old
blues players, they're all part of the
Memphis Sound. It's a conglomeration.
A: Mostly spade is the bell that rings
when / hear "Memphis Sound."
W: Oh it's a black town for music, sure. If
you're black in this towri and you want
to go out and have a good itme it's not
hard to find. There's a lot of good dubs
and there's you know, Stax is the biggest
R&B label in the world, so what the shit.
A: Do y'all have any girls that follow you
around? Carry your horns and that.
W: Yeah, there's always chicks that, you
know, give you a helping hand...wherever
you go. Groupies they're called. They're
there... they serve a pretty good purpose...
A: What kind of guitars does everybody
use?
W: Lee uses a Les Paul Custom; Steve
uses a Fender Jazz Bass, Precision Bass;
that's all we have, guitar, bass, drums,
organ. / gotta go. / better go get Lee and
split.
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